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Productivity Growth and Capacity Utilization in the
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This paper uses a stochqstic short-tun

tt'a slog cost./ilnction to estiltuqte ploductiriry* glo'|th,
in the Australiun gold mining in.lustry over the time
for
period 1968/69-1994/95. Productivi4t growth is meosured and odjusted for the changes in
cdpaci+ Lnilisation. h is Jbuttd that a large portion of the cost-meqsure (observed) prcductit'iadjusted

capacit.\' utilisqtion eJfect;,

gro\'tth ma), be attributed to techtxological change. Changes in tspacitr* utilisation are.found
to have insignifcant impacts on prcductivitl, growth in the Australian gold uining indusny.
Biases./iou technological change ttnd ctryecit! Lrtilis.xion are ttlso anttbtsed. Technoktgical
change is found to be labour-saving uncl energy and intermediate i puts-using, but neutrality
of cspacity utilizstio cannot be rcjected.
t,v

l. INrRoDUcrroN
HE AusrRALraN gold mining industry has expanded significantly oyer the last two
decades. with gold production increasing fiom l7 tonnes in 1980 to 255 tonnes in 1995.
Over the same time period. the value of Australian gold exports increased from A$90
million to A$5.2 billion. In recent yean- gold mining has become Australia's second largest
expofi industry, accounling for around 15 per cent of the value of Australian resource exports.
However, despite such progress, this industry has not been subject to r rigorous economic
investigation to measure and analyse its productivity growth, which is a key element in improving its competitiveness.
Productivity growth is realized by reductions in unit cost for a given level ofoutput or
increases in output for a given level ofproduction inputs- Until recent years, most productivity
studies were based on the assumption of instantaneous adjustment for all production inpots,

n-!
I
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which implies fult utilisation (long-run equilibrium) of all inputs. If this strong assumption of
full capacity utilisation is valid and constant retums to scale exist. the measured productiviry
growth reflects tecbrological change. However if full utilisation does not prevail, measusd
productivity groMh is dependent on changing utilisation levels ofproduction inputs in the short
run. In otler words, measured short run productivity growth reflects a combination of technological change and capacity utilisation change. To distinguish these components of productivity growth, measurement should be adjusted for the effect of capacity utilisation fluctuations.
Productivity studies such as Morison (1985, 1988a, 1988b) have placed considerable
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emphasis on the adjustment ofproductivity growth for capacity utilisation- Since the Australian

gold mining industry is exporl-oriented, it is directly affected by the volatility of the intemational demand for gold- To enhance their interpretability and use, productivity gro\lth measures
for this industry should be adjusted for short-run changes in capacity utilisation as a rcsult of
this demand volatility. The central aim of this paper is to measurc and analyse productivity
growth in the Austalian gold mining industry over the last few decades. adjusted for changes
in capacity (capital) utilisation.
2. Capectry urLIsATtoN MEASURE AND THE AD.TUSTMENT oF pRODUCTIVITv
Capaciry utilisation has been considered implicitly in many productivity shrdies by adjusting
production iuputs to account for their utilisation. However, there are various conceptual and
data problems involved in the construction ofthese traditional measures ofcapacity utilisation.
These problems are well documented in Morrison (1985, 1988a, 1988b) and Berndt and Hesse
(1986) among others.
How-eve1 following Cassels (1937) and Morrison (1985, 1988a) a dual cost-based
capacity utilisation measure (CCL,) can be written in terms of shod-run cosr as: CCU = C l C
where C is the short-run shadow cost and C is the observed shofi-run cost. That is, if the frrm
is under-utilising its inputs, more output can be produced at lower costj since the shadow prices
of the under-utilised inputs will be below their market price. This can be measured given that
the shadow prices ofproduction inputs are estimated.
In the rest of this section, the concept ofthe dual cost measure of productivity growth
and its adjustment for capacity utilisation changes are presented, using a short-run cosr function. The general form of a short-mn total cost lirnction with one quasi-hxed input (capital.
^J
can be written as:
c(.Pt, Q, K,

t):
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It follows that the shadow price of capital and the short-run shadow cost can be defined as:
E=4VOlaKandC(Pt,Q,K,t)=Vl.P,.Q,K.t) +F,(. respectively. Thus, the dual cost-based
measure of canacitv utilisation can be obtained as. Morison (1988a):
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the elasticity of cost with respect to an increase in capital input.
From F,quation (2), full capacity utilisation will be realised in the short-run if ft = k,
which implies a zero elasticity of cost with respect to the quasi-fixed input- ln that case, the
quasi-hxed input will have no impact on the short-run mix of variable inputs. However if
[<(>)f.i(.t<(>)c(.)=a(.)/C(.)<(>)], this implies that the capiral stock is under-utiiised
(over-utilised). thereby encouraging the fim1 to adjust its input combinations over the long-run,
Exploiting the relationship between the elasticity of cost with respect to the quasifixed2 input and that with respect to output, CCU can also be derived using this relation:
scK is

dlnC dlnC dlnC r/lnl(
cllnQ dlnQ A\n K dlnQ

(3)

Assuming homotheticity, the short-run elasticity ofcost with respect to output can be expressed
as:

rco = 4(l Q,J
where 4 = .y'lncldlnQ = dlnKidlnQ, and
4:1, CCU can be expressed as:

l/4

(4)

represents long-run retums to scale. Assunring that

CCU= 1-e.* =

(5)

e.o

This relationship has an important role in adjusting the primal neasure of productiyity for the
impacts of scale economies and changes in capacity utilisation.
The cost-measure ofproductivity growth is based on the cost function being at its lowest possible level, holding output and inputs prices fixed, can be obtained as:

dC/dt

dln C

dQidr F 1X, dq tdt
n -L a P

(6)

However, Morrison (1988a, 1989) shows that this cost measure of productivity needs to be
adjusted for the impact of shofi-run input fixity as:

t.

=€ ., ,

dtnQ

(7)
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Where e"", is the cost measure ofproductivity adjusted for the short-run input fixity. Thus, with
constant returns to scale and no input fixity, the measure of productivily collapses to the dual
measure of technological change. c.

Following Ohta (1975) the primal measure of the productivity growth rate (e4),
defined as the rate ofgrowth of output holding input levels constant, can be obtained using the
dual cqst approach as:

'" -

dlnc,dtnc e,,+(1 e,,, rU
anc ,'--
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(8.)

The treatment of capital $tock as quasi-Iixed input in the Australian gold mining industry is of
particular irterest since it is a capital-specific and capital-intensive industry. This suggests that
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variations in capital utilisation might have a significant impact on the economic performance of
the industry. Moreoveq since the Australian gold mining industry is export-oriented, it is subject to fluctuations in the international demand for gold. This implies that an unadjusted measure of productivity growth for short-run changes in capacity utilisation as a result of demand
volatility would bias estimates of productivity gowth.
3. EcoNoMETRrc FRAMEWoRK

A translog shon-run (variable) cost functiont is used to estimate an adjusted measure of productivity growth for shon-run changes in capacity utilisation in the Australian gold mining
industry. Variable cost may be defined as a function of prices ofthe variable inputs (labour (I),
energy (E), and intermediate inputs (,4.1)) and the quantities of the quasi-fixed input (capital
stock) in addition to the observed level of output. Following Brown and Christensen (1981) a
short-run translog cost function may be specified as:
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BorlnQln K
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Where 4 K,

Q, t, and P, for

:

i L, E, and M arc defined as above.
It follows that the factor share equations (Si) can be derived using Shephard's Lemma

as:

AlnV( \

"ll-: 1, =s, = B,+lprnr,+ pKtlnK+ pottne+
Aln P

p,,t

(10)

Certain restrictions are needed for this cost function to satisry linear homogeneity in variable
input prices for a given level of output, capital stock, and technology, as required of a wellbehaved cost function. Thus, s),mmetry is imposed so that p, = Bn and the following (sufficient)
restrictions:

Z,B,=t, md 1,F,,=2,F,=2,F"=Z,f*,=2,Fr,=o
It is assumed that the underlying technology is homogenous
the fixed input (capital) requires the following restrictions:

foo+ For =0, f ro+f

"r

=0, F,o+

(rr)

ofa constant degree in output and

f,r =0,and fa,+ fr,=0

V,

(12)

Non-neufial technological change is incorporated in this model. Thus, an estimate ofthe bias in
technological change, B,, can be obtained by differentiating the ir'input cost share equation with
resp€ct to technology (t):
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Recent economic performance studies have drawn some attention to the measurement and
analysis ofthis tlpe ofbias, which shows the impact ofhaving one extra unit ofthe fixed input
on the denand (cost share) for (ot) the itr 1'3d3fls i1put. This delinition implies that the bias in
capacity utilisation can be derived as:
d In tr/t

t

aLttP,,ll"^

=

AS.(., ^
dln*-P^

t tt-l

adding an extra unit of the fixed-input, capital (l'), reduccs (increases or does not
change) the demand for the r"r variable input, then the bias in capacity utilisation is said to be
,ih-input saving (using or neutral) if p,(, <1> or =) 0.

That is,

if

4, Dxm
In order to estimate dual cost-based measures of productivity adjusted for capacity utilisation
changes, price indices of variable input, output, and quasi-fixed input are required. Data for all
inputs and output are obtained fiom ABS (Catalogue no. 8414.0, 8402.0, and l0- 19) for the time
period from 1968/69 to 1994/95 to construct aggregare industryJevel indices ofoutput, capital
stock, and inputs (labour, energy, and the intermediate inputs) and thei-r prices (1989/90:100)
AS:

Output (Q)
The output ofgold rnining industry is defined as the real value ofproduction. This study uses
the gold price index to obtain the real value (constant price) of industry ouput including any
change in inventories.l
Capitul Input

($

The data on capital may be divided into three main groups: ( 1) capital expenditure on new
buildings, mine development and other construction; (2) capital expenditure on new plant,
machinery and equipment! and (3) expenditure on land and other lixed assets. An aggregated
capital stock incorporating these three capital components is constructed using the implicit price
deflator of private gross fixed capital expenditure by type of asset to obtain estinates oi real
(constant price) investment, and thus in the construction of the capital stocks.
The perpetual inventory method is emplo)'ed in estimating capital stock by adding up
capital expenditures for each individual capital component separately with adjustment for
changes in prices and depreciation rates5 over the time period 1968/69 to 1993/94. Using the
capital-output ratio in the Australian mining industry the capital stock in 196?/68 are estimated for the Australian gold mining industry ABS (Catalogue no, 1342.0: table l0).6

Labour (L\
Labour input is derived by aggregating two types of labour (administrative and production
workers) weighted by their cost shares in total wages and then, an average price for labour is
_\ w
-r_
obtained by P, =
L . where r'. is toul wages paid to lhe il
L",.,tL and. L,= L ,

-

s*
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labour class and Z, is total number of workers in the lth labour class.

Energj input (E)
The energy input includes both electricity and fuels. However, quantity data are not available
1br thes€ two components for most ofthe time period covered by this study. So, no direct price
index for energy can be calculated. Therefore, the electricity price index and the fuel price index
were employed to obtain the real cost (constant price) of energy input from which an average
price for ths ene€y input was derived.
Intermedi ate inputs (ll:[)
Intermediate inputs represent variable inputs other than labour and energy. Since this production factor includes various intermediate inputs, the implicit overall GDP deflator is used as the
most appropriate price deflator for this input.
5. EMPrRrcAr RESULTS
A system of equations including translog restricted cost function and input-share equationsl
was used to obtain estimates of observed produatiyity and adjusted productivity growth rates
for capacity utilisation in the Australian gold rnining industry. Imposing the required restrictions
(equations l1 and L2) reduces the number of independent parameten to be estimated from
twenty-seven to sixteen. The remaining parameters can be calculated by exploiting the model
rest ctrons.
The parameters of the estimated model are reported in Table 1- Most ofthe estimated
parameten are significantly different from zero at the 0.05 level of significance. The insignificant coefficients ofln(K)ln(P.) and ln(illn(P5) may indicate that price oflabour and energy has
no significant impact in determining the shadow price of capital for this industry. The insignificant coeffrcient of t.ln(Pj shows that price of energy also had no impact on the rate of tech-

nological change.s In other words, the growth rate of technological change in the Australian
gold mining industry has not been affected significantly by the change in energy prices.
The hlpothesis of Hicks neutrality of technological change (Ho: pu: 0, V, ) and neutrality of capacity utilisation GIi Fri :0, V, ) were then tested. These tests were carried out
using the Wald-test, the statistic of which is asymptotically distributed as a chi-square (Ir) random variable under the null h)?othesis with degrees of freedom (df) equal to the ditlerence
between the number of free parameters estifirated in the unconstrained and constrained models
under investigation. The test results show that the hypothesis test of Hicks neutral techrological change car be rejected at the 0.01 significance level. This implies that technological change
rotates the isoquant and changes the marginal mtes of substitution between inputs, which leads
to a change in the cost shares of inputs over time. The direction of the input-specific bias of
technological change in the Australian gold mining industry can be summarised as labour-saving. and energy- and intermediate inputs-using.
This implies that the pure technological change in this industry tends to increase the
share cost of energy and materials inputs over time. This may also indicate that the mining and
processing technologies employed by the Australian gold mining industry afe mostly inefiicient
with respect to energy and material usage.
Neutrality ofcapacity utilisation (B*,:0, V, ) implies that increasing the stock of the
quasi-hxed input (capital) has no impact on the cost shares of the variable inputs. On the other
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if increasing the capital stock reduces (increases) the cost share of thc it' variable input.
then capacity utilisation is I'h-input-saving (l,i-inpufusing). Refcrring to the test results, the
hypothesis ofneutrality ofcapacity utilisation cannot be rejected at a significance level less than
hand,

0.72.

Table

l:

Translog short-run cost function estimates,
Australian gold mining industry

Variable

CoelJicient

Int€rcept

t-statistic
5.07

4.9701

|

ln(Pr)

0.7186

23.317 4

ln(Pr)

0_0870

4.1328

ln(0)

0.8513

6.1505

ln(r)

4.4361

t2.0321

ln(rllln(Q)

0.3061

5.6 r 82

ln(Pr)ln(Pr)

0.1000

3.2570

ln(P,)ln(P,)
ln(P,)ln(P.)

0.0878

3.2880

-0.0476

-2.46"t 6

tn(l') 1n(&)

0,0156

0.6704

ln(iJ
I

0.01 1 7

0.6634

-0.78 L8

-8.5946

r

1n(P,)

5'7

0.0405

9.?465

/.ln(Pz)

-0.0243

-14.4962

t.ln(P.)

0.0007

0.63r0

-0.2400

-10.42'7 4

l2

t.ln(i')
R-squared
V-Equation
Sr -Equation

0.9952
0.9586
0.1676

SE-Equation

Next, estimates ofproductivity measures were analysed to show the impact oftechnological change, scale economies, and capacity utilisation on productivity growth in the
Australian gold mining industry, Fi$t. capacity utilisation and the groMh rate oftechrological
change were calculated using the estimated parameters ofthe short-mn cost function from Table
1 and historical data. Then. primal measure of productivity was estimated using the two-step
adjustment process shol'n in Equations (7 and 8).
'fable 2 reports these estimated measures ofproductivity. In the first column of Table
2, estimates ofthe cost-measure ofproductivity are reported. The ad.justed cost-measure and the
primal measure ofproductivity growth mtes are reported in the next two columns, respectiv€ly. By examining the adjusted cost-measure of productivity groMh lbr the changes in capacity
utilisatioq it appears that variations in capacity (capital) utilisatian were insignificant in per-
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cemage rerms-

Table 2: Cost-measure of productiviq and adjusted productivit' grDwth rates,
the Australian gold mining industry

Cost-meesure Adjustedcost-meesoJ

productivity
-€c,

ure of productivit))
-E"c,

Adjusted primal measure oj productivity

^_s;t

Annual grottth

Time
1968/69

tg'to111

0.6100
0.6488
0.4737

19'7 I l'72

0.3401

19'72/'.73

t969t70

NA

NA

0.6458
0.4791

0.6521

4/'7 5

0.4290
0.4537
0.4513

t9'7 5/',t6

0.5500

0.3442
0.4246
0.4520
0.450'l
0.5472

1976t',7',l

0.4331

0_4350

t97'7t78

0.3209

1978t't9

0.3528

0.3221
0.3520

0.4842
0.3416
0.4282
0.4552
0.4534
0.5503
0.4368
0.3233
0.3530

1979/80
1980/81
1981/82
1982/83
1983/84
1984/85
1985/86
1986/87
1987/88
1988/89
1989/90

0,2158
0.4094
0.2964
0,24',7 |
0.2665

0_2168

0.2r73

0.4084
0.2970
0.2474
0.2665
0.2550

0.4089
0.2973
0.2477

0.1611

0,16t2

0.0735
0.0494

0.0735
0.0494
0.0123
-0.1098
-0.159'l
-0.1768

19'73/',7
19',7

4

0.2548
0.1609

0.0734
0.0493

0.0123

0_0123

t098

0.266'l
0.2551

-0.1098
-0.1597

-0.

1991/92

-0_1768

-0.1768

\992/93

-0.1948

-0.194'7

-0.194'l

1993/94

-0.201

t994/95

-0.2015

-0,201I
-0.2015

-0.2010
-0.2014

1990/91

-0,1597

1

Time period

Average growth

0-1994/95

0,2075

0.20'/6

0.2088

1969/'t 0-1913/14

0.4691

0.4692

19'19t80

0.3874

0.3873

0.4735
0.1890

r 980/81-1988/89
1989/90-1994/95

0.196?

-0.1740

0.1967
-0.1739

-0.1739

196917

197 4/7 5-
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One should note that the unadiusted and the adjusted cost-measures of productivity
grouth presented in Table 2 differ slightly. Since the level of capacity utilisation was close to
unity, the adjustment for shoft-run sub-equilibrium had an insignificant impact on productivity
growth in the Australian gold rnining industry. On the other hand, thes€ two measures differ significantly from the primal measure of productivity. This can be seen clearly if a comparison
between the estimates of primal productivity and tl.re unadjusted cost-measure of productivity
grouth is made. Another important point is while productivity groMh declined on avemge over
the time period 1969170-1994195, great deal ofproductivlty growth did occur in the late 1960s
and the early 1970s.
After 1989/90, the Australian gold mining industry experienced a negative productivity gowth owing to negative technological change. The negative technological change over the
time period l98q/90-1994/95 indicates that the cost ofproduction increased on average of 0.17
per cent a year. Th€refore, the large negative technological change could not be offset by
changes in capacity utilisation.
Overall, looking at any of the productivrty neasures pr€sented in Table 2, the
Austmlian gold mining industry experienced a positive average growth over the time period
1969/70 to 1989/90. From 1969170-19'73174. howevcr, the average growlh of productivity
measures is about 0.47% a year, which is the highest average growth of productivity over the
entirc time period ( 1969i70- 1994i95). The lowest average growth is r€ported over the time
period 1989i90- I 994/95. This rellects the recent significant productivity slowdos'n- This slowdown, however. is driven by the negative technological change that started in the early 1990s.
Hence, it can be seen from the estimates ofthe annual grou,th ofproductivity measures that the
negative techrological change has a large impact on the downward shift ofthe average amual

grorth of productivity.
6. SLMMARY AND CoNCLUDING CoMMENTS
This paper has been concerned with measuring and analysing the contribution oftechrological
change, scale economies, and capacity utilisation to prcductivity growth in the Australian gold
mining industry. In order to meet these objectives, a short-run cost speciflication of the underlying tecbnology is employed. Comparing the estimates ofthe unadjusted and adjusted productivity grouth rates, the slowdown of productivity growth over the time period 1968i69 to
1994/95 was largely due to an incrcase in average cost associated with the declining rate of

tecbnological change.
The findings of this paper arc consistent with ABARE'S (1990, no.2: p443) analysis.
That is, the Australian gold mining industry was expected to become increasingly dominated by
smaller number of large producers reflecting the higher capital requirements for open cut mining at greater depth and the increasing cost ofprocessing deeper sulphide ores rather than shallow oxide ores. However, given that the Australian gold mining industry is export-oriented, an
increase in production cost would have a significant impact jn its intemational competitive position in world gold market.
Given the declining rate ofproductivity growth uncovered in this industry a cost comparison between the Austr"lian gold mining industry and its major competitors seems to be a
critical requirement before any policy-oriented decision can be drawn. The cost ineffrciency
should also be isolated from the technological change before these policy decisions are drawn.
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To avoid any misinterpretation of current productiyity estimates, a comparison with that of its
competitors is another requirement beforc a policy decision is recommended.
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input demand functions are maintained, Diewefi (1985).
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